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Description

[0001] The present disclosure concerns a method and a device for compensating the colorimetry of a projected image
on a non-uniform projection surface.
[0002] An image is constituted by an array of elementary points called pixels. Each pixel in the image is typically
represented by a triplet of numeric values (r,g,b) giving the intensity of the colour for the given pixel in a colour space,
generally the colour space (R,G,B) of three base colours, namely red, green, blue. Other colour spaces may be used,
for example, the colour space (Y, U, V) where the Y component represents the luminosity of the pixel, and (U,V) the
chromatic components for coding the colour.
[0003] When such an image is projected using a video projector each projected pixel may not correspond exactly to
the original pixel due to physical limitations of the video projector. Typically, the power of projection light is limited and
the colour space available may not match exactly the original colour space. Moreover the luminosity decreases with the
distance between the projector and the projection surface. The way the projector affects the source pixel to generate a
projected pixel may be modelled as a transfer function.
[0004] When projecting the image on a projection surface, the perceived pixel will correspond to the projected pixel
as reflected by the projection surface. The perceived pixel is therefore dependent on the albedo of the projections surface.
The albedo corresponds to the "whiteness" of the surface, namely it is a reflection factor with a value between 0,
corresponding to a perfectly black surface with no reflection at all, and 1 for a perfect reflection of a perfectly white
surface. In actual projection condition, generally external light sources are present in addition to the projected image,
meaning that the perceived pixel also depends on this additional light. We might summarize the relation between a given
resulting pixel Pp in a projected image and the original pixel in the source image as follow:

where Po is the original pixel, P(x) is the transfer function of the projector due to its physical limitations, Cd is an attenuation
parameter due to the distance between the projector and the projection surface, a is the albedo of the projection surface
and l is the contribution to the perceived pixel of the external light received on the projection surface at the pixel location.
This equation may be simplified to integrate the attenuation parameter due to the distance and the projection surface
albedo into a resulting albedo ar: 

[0005] This equation would be true for the projection of a single pixel. When projecting a complete image of pixels,
the light from the neighbour pixels interact with the projection of any particular pixels. A full model of the projection of
an image may be summarized by the following equation: 

[0006] Where yu,v is the two-dimension matrix representing the resulting image on the projection surface indexed by

pixel coordinates (u,v). xi,j is the two-dimension matrix representing the source image being projected indexed by pixel

coordinates (i,j). P(xi,j) is the two-dimension matrix representing the source image transformed by the projector, this is

the actually projected image.  is a kernel representing the albedo. This kernel is a four dimensions matrix indexed

by pixel coordinates (i, j) of the source image and pixel coordinates (u, v) of the resulting image. lu,v is a two dimensions

matrix representing the contribution of external light on the resulting image indexed by the pixel coordinates (u, v).
[0007] It may be seen that the best projection conditions require a projection surface as close to a uniformly white
surface with an actual albedo as close to 1 as possible used in a dark room with no external light.
[0008] It would be advantageous to get rid of the projection screen and be able to project on nearly any projection
surface, even textured ones, like a wall in a room possibly integrating a textured wood door for example, and still get
the best possible perceived projected image. It is also advantageous to consider that, in actual condition, the projection
room is never perfectly dark and that the external light should be taken into account.
[0009] The problem is to improve the projection results of a video on a non-uniform projections surface in presence
of external light.
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[0010] A solution to this problem would be to determine the kernel  and the external light contribution lu,v, then

knowing the transfer function of the projector P, it would be possible to apply the inverse function of the model in equation
(3) to the source image before projection in order to compensate the whole projection process and obtaining a resulting
image on the projection surface that corresponds to the source image.
[0011] This theoretical solution suffers several drawbacks. The first challenge is the huge number of values to determine
due to the size of the kernel. For example, using images in full HD resolution of 1920 x 1200, the kernel has about 5.3
1012 values to be determined. Another drawback lies in the physical capabilities of the projector. For example, compen-
sating for a dark zone of the projection surface might require the projection of pixels with a light power exceeding the
actual power of the projector.
[0012] The present invention has been devised to address one or more of the foregoing concerns. It concerns a
colorimetric compensation method that advantageously works with the actual images of a video sequence to be projected
with no constraints on these images.
[0013] According to a first aspect of the invention there is provided a method of pixel colorimetry compensation in a
projection system, the projection system comprising a projector, a camera and a pixel colorimetry compensation module,
characterized in that the method comprises:

- initializing current coefficients of a model of the transfer function of a projection surface; and iteratively:
- determining a target image by applying global parameters transformation on a source image;
- determining a compensated image by applying an inverse transfer function of the projector and an inverse transfer

function of the projection surface computed with the model based on the current coefficients;
- obtaining a captured image of the projection, by the projector, of the compensated image on a projection surface;
- updating the current coefficients with new values obtained by minimizing a distance between the captured image

and a model of this image based on the model of the transfer function of the projection surface applied to the target
image.

[0014] In an embodiment, the model of the transfer function of the projection surface is expressed as a linear combi-
nation of a base, the coefficients of the linear combination of bases being expressed as a linear combination of a set of
continuous parametric functions.
[0015] In an embodiment, the base is composed of:

- a first base depending on the position of the projected pixels; and
- a second base independent of the position of the projected pixels.

[0016] In an embodiment, the set of continuous parametric functions is composed of DCT parametric functions and/or
polynomial parametric functions.
[0017] In an embodiment, the model of the transfer function of the projection surface is expressed as:

-     wherein:

- yu,v is the two-dimension matrix representing the resulting image on the projection surface indexed by pixel
coordinates (u, v);

- xi,j is the two-dimension matrix representing the source image being projected indexed by pixel coordinates (i,j);

-   is a predefined base constituted by a set of matrices indexed by index b ;

- B’i,j,b’ is a predefined base constituted by a set of matrices indexed by b’ ;
- Δd,b, is a scalar coefficient indexed by d and b’;
- ce,b are scalar coefficients indexed by e and b ;
- au,v is a coefficient representing the albedo of the projection surface;

-   and  are predefined d-indexed and e-indexed sets of continuous parametric functions;

- bu,v represents the external light.

[0018] In an embodiment, the global parameters used to determine the target image are an average value of the
albedo of the projection surface and an average value of the external light on the projection surface.
[0019] In an embodiment, determining the target image further comprises:
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- introducing a predetermined level of noise in the target image.

[0020] In an embodiment, introducing a predetermined level of noise in the target image is only done for a predetermined
number of first images of a sequence of images.
[0021] According to another aspect of the invention there is provided a computer program product for a programmable
apparatus, the computer program product comprising a sequence of instructions for implementing a method according
to the invention, when loaded into and executed by the programmable apparatus.
[0022] According to another aspect of the invention there is provided a computer-readable storage medium storing
instructions of a computer program for implementing a method according to the invention.
[0023] According to another aspect of the invention there is provided a projection system comprising:

- a projector;
- a camera; and
- a pixel colorimetry compensation module,

characterized in that the pixel colorimetry compensation module comprises:

- means for initializing current coefficients of a model of the transfer function of a projection surface; and iteratively:
- means for determining a target image by applying global parameters transformation on a source image;
- means for determining a compensated image by applying an inverse transfer function of the projector and an

inverse transfer function of the projection surface computed with the model based on the current coefficients;
- means for obtaining a captured image of the projection, by the projector, of the compensated image on a

projection surface;
- means for updating the current coefficients with new values obtained by minimizing a distance between the

captured image and a model of this image based on the model of the transfer function of the projection surface
applied to the target image.

[0024] At least parts of the methods according to the invention may be computer implemented. Accordingly, the present
invention may take the form of an entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software embodiment (including firmware,
resident software, micro-code, etc.) or an embodiment combining software and hardware aspects that may all generally
be referred to herein as a "circuit", "module" or "system". Furthermore, the present invention may take the form of a
computer program product embodied in any tangible medium of expression having computer usable program code
embodied in the medium.
[0025] Since the present invention can be implemented in software, the present invention can be embodied as computer
readable code for provision to a programmable apparatus on any suitable carrier medium. A tangible, non-transitory
carrier medium may comprise a storage medium such as a floppy disk, a CD-ROM, a hard disk drive, a magnetic tape
device or a solid state memory device and the like. A transient carrier medium may include a signal such as an electrical
signal, an electronic signal, an optical signal, an acoustic signal, a magnetic signal or an electromagnetic signal, e.g. a
microwave or RF signal.
[0026] Embodiments of the invention will now be described, by way of example only, and with reference to the following
drawings in which:

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of a colorimetric compensation system according to an embodiment of the
invention;
Figure 2 illustrates the general logic architecture of the colorimetric compensation method according to an embod-
iment of the invention;
Figure 3 illustrates the detail of the projection process followed by the capture by the camera according to an
embodiment of the invention.
Figure 4 illustrates the flow chart of the method for colorimetry correction according to an embodiment of the invention;
Figure 5 is a schematic block diagram of a computing device for implementation of one or more embodiments of
the invention;
Figure 6 illustrates the concept of base in a one-dimensional example;
Figure 7 illustrates an example of one-dimensional base.

[0027] The goal of the invention is to compensate in real time the colorimetry of a sequence of images projected on
a non-uniform projection surface taking into account the external light in the projection room. The compensation should
use the actual video sequence to be projected without requiring specific dedicated images and no specific calibration
process.
[0028] According to one aspect of the invention, a target image is determined. This target image is close to the source
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image and can be seen as an alternative source image. Instead of looking for compensating the resulting image in an
attempt to get the source image, the compensation will try to get a resulting image as close as possible to this target
image. The target image is obtained by applying global change parameters to the source image. The idea is that human
vision is not very sensitive to global alteration like a modification of the gamma, an image globally darker than the source
one and the like. In other words, the invention aims at compensating local alterations in the resulting image but not, or
at least not totally, global alterations.
[0029] According to a second aspect of the invention, when determining the compensation to be applied to the target
image, a model of the projection of the image is calculated. In order to achieve a real-time computation, the full model
as disclosed in equation (3) is simplified in an innovative way. This simplification aims at taking advantage of the pre-
eminence of the neighbour pixel on a resulting pixel. It is also taken into account that the texture of a projection surface
and the external light both typically exhibit low frequencies. Based on these assumptions, it is possible to simplify the
full model of the projection to get a reasonable complexity of the problem to be solved.
[0030] Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of a colorimetric compensation system according to an embodiment of the
invention. A sequence of original images 1.1 is input in a compensation device 1.2 for colorimetry compensation. The
compensation device is typically a computing device that implements image processing. It is also in charge of controlling
a projector 1.3 for the projection of images on a projection surface 1.4 resulting in a projected sequence of images 1.5.
In order to compute the compensation, the system also comprises a camera 1.6 to capture the projected images. The
captured images are also input in the compensation device 1.2 to be used for the compensation method implemented
within the compensation device 1.2. The compensation device 1.2, the video projector 1.3 and the camera 1.6 may be
implemented as separated connected devices or integrated in one or two different devices.
[0031] Figure 2 illustrates the general logic architecture of the colorimetric compensation method implemented within
the colorimetric compensation device 1.2 according to an embodiment of the invention. Input original images 2.1 are
processed by a target module 2.2 in order to generate a target image 2.3. The target image 2.3 is processed by a
compensation module 2.4 to get a compensated image 2.5. This compensated image 2.5 is then projected by the
projector on the projection surface to obtain on this projection surface a resulting image 2.7. The resulting image 2.7 is
captured by the camera 2.8 to obtain a measured image 2.9.
[0032] A comparison module 2.10 then compares the measured image 2.9 with the generated target image 2.3. From
the comparison, the comparison module 2.10 generates compensation parameter 2.11 for the compensation module
2.4 in order to minimize the difference between the measured image 2.9 and the target image 2.3.
[0033] Intuitively we would like to compensate the projected image in order to minimize the difference between the
projected resulting image and the original image. The goal would be to get a projected image as close as possible to
the original image as possible. Unfortunately, this approach does not work for the following reason. When projecting an
image on a textured projection surface, the albedo of the projection surface is not uniform. It means that some parts of
the image are projected on a low albedo surface while other parts of the image are projected on high albedo surface.
In order to compensate the low albedo of some parts of the image, pixels projected on these parts should have their
luminosity increased. As the light power of the projector is limited, the possibility to increase the luminosity of a given
pixel for compensation is also limited. Due to this limitation, trying to compensate the projected image in a perfect way
to retrieve an image as close as possible to the original image is likely to introduce some discrepancies in the image
with parts that may be correctly corrected while other close parts cannot because the correction would require a level
of light power from the projector which is not available. These local disparities in the level of correction are disturbing to
the human eye leading to a poor result.
[0034] While local disparities in the level of compensation are disturbing, global attenuation of the luminosity are much
less disturbing for the user. It is therefore advantageous to decrease the global luminosity of the image, for example,
and to keep an approximately uniform level of compensation within the image. This is the reason why a target image is
generated. The target image is a reasonable target for the compensation process in order to get a good resulting image
based at least on the physical limitation of the projector, the average level of the external light and the average albedo
of the projection surface. In other words, we focus on compensation of local disparities, not on global ones. The generation
of the target image will be detailed later.
[0035] When considering the compensation it is assumed that the geometric relation between the source image and
the captured image is known. This geometric relation may take into account any geometric correction due to a non-plan
projection surface or the fact that the projection surface may not be orthogonal to the optical axis of the projector.
Solutions exist to the geometry correction in most cases. We focus in this document on the colorimetric correction
assuming that both the source image and the captured image are rectangular, while their resolution may be different.
We are able to associate a pixel in the source image to its corresponding zone in the captured image and to associate
a pixel in the captured image to its corresponding zone in the source image.
[0036] Figure 3 illustrates the detail of the projection process 2.6 followed by the capture by the camera 2.8 in Figure 2.
[0037] The compensated image 2.5 is the input image of the projector 3.2. The projection may be seen as taking an
input which is a two dimensions matrix of pixels with RGB values and transforming it into electromagnetic waves at the
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output of the projector. It may be modelled as a transfer function P transforming the compensated image 2.5 into a
projected image 3.3. The projected image 3.3 is projected on a projection surface 3.4 which may be modelled as a
transfer function S to obtain a resulting image 3.5. The resulting image as seen on the projection surface 3.4 is captured
by a camera to obtain the measured image 2.7. This capture may be modelled as a transfer function C. This complete
process may be modelled as follows: 

[0038] Where IC is the compensated image, IM is the measured image by the camera, P is the transfer function of the
projector, S is the transfer function of the projection surface and C is the transfer function of the camera.
[0039] In a particular system, the projector and the camera being chosen, transfer functions P and C are known. They
may be given by the manufacturer of the projector and the camera or measured on the actual device. The only unknown
is the transfer function of the projection surface.
[0040] One of the problems to be solved is to determine the transformation to be applied by the compensation module
2.4 to the target image 2.3, IT, in order to get a resulting image 2.7, IR as close as possible to the target image 2.3, IT.
To achieve this goal we know the target image IT and we measure the measured image IM. We know that the resulting
image IR is modelled as (S o P)(IC), and also corresponds to C-1(IM). Then the compensation to be applied to the target
image IT to obtain the compensated image IC should verify: 

[0041] The projector transfer function P being known, we have to determine the transfer function of the projection
surface S in order to get the compensation function (P-1 +S-1).
[0042] We have seen that the transfer function S of the projection surface may be modelled from equation (3) as: 

[0043] Where  is a kernel matrix having four dimensions, which represents a parametric model of the albedo

of the projection surface and lu,v is a two-dimension matrix having the size of an image, which represents the external

light on the projection surface. This model is parametric. In order to determine the parameters defining the transfer
function S, it is possible to iteratively determine the values of these parameters, from chosen initial value, by minimizing
the distance between the measured image and the one predicted based on the parametric model of the transfer function
S of the projection surface. The parametric model may be initialized assuming a perfect screen and no external light.
Using these parameters, it is possible to calculate the compensated image IC = (P-1 + S-1)IT. Then, the parameters of

the model of S are determined using the formula:

[0044] In practice, using the full model of equation (6) leads to hours of computation and needs to calculate the argmin
on hundreds of images to converge. The argmin function may be calculated using the least squares method. As a goal
of the invention is to compensate in real-time projected images, the use of the full model is not practical. We propose
to simplify this model in order to obtain a simplified model with a more limited number of parameters that allow to solve
the argmin in real-time while still correctly modelling the influence of the non-uniform projection surface and the external
light in order to realize the compensation. Advantageously, the determination of the parameters of the model only needs
a few images to converge.

[0045] The size of the kernel  is w2h2, approximately 1012 coefficients.

[0046] The first idea is to assume that the impact of the other pixels on the value of a given pixel is limited to the
neighbourhood of the pixel or limited to a given narrow location. To express this constraint, it is chosen to express the
kernel according to a limited number of bases according to the following equation: 
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[0047] Let us introduce the concept of base B. In a one-dimensional world, as illustrated by Figure 6, if we consider

an output vector y of dimension dim(u) depending on an input vector x of dimension dim(i), such as  In

the general case,  is a full matrix of dimensions dim(u, i), and we propose to reduce the dimensionality by rewriting

 as  with α a scalar and  a sparse matrix (base). A simple example is choosing  diagonal. In this case,

all values of the output vector depend of a single input value, scaled by α (assuming the dimension of u is greater than

the dimension of i). In this simple case, the solving of  is greatly reduced. Another base can be chosen, like a

tridiagonal matrix. While being described with diagonal or tridiagonal matrices as bases, the invention is not limited to
these examples, other bases may be contemplated.

[0048] Now the scalar α could be different for each output dimension u.  becomes  (note that αu is a vector

of dimension dim(u) and is component-wise multiplied to each  individual item). We can also use a combination of

more than one base to express the model we want to solve. This leads to the final writing:  b

is the number of bases we use, indexing α and B. Here we can see that each output value from yu depend on a combination

of specific input values from xi.

[0049] We can model another effect, where a whole region of input data affects "in average" a specific region of output
data. Let us pose yu = βuB’ixi. Here the base B’ is a vector of dimension dim(i), dotted with xi to produce a scalar value,
or a sort of average as illustrated by Figure 7. Then this scalar is multiplied by a vector βu of dimensions dim(u), to
produce the output. Now with this model we can average a part of the input via B’i to affect a part of the output via βu.
In our one-dimensional world, the final formulation for our model would be: 

[0050] Note that  is a matrix of dimensions dim (u, i), and that βuB’i as well, as it is a multiplication of two vectors

of dimensions respectively dim(u) and dim(i).

[0051] Back to our initial problem, the first term  is a relative factor which depends on the position

(u,v) in the resulting image. This is to model the impact of each source pixel on each destination pixel.
[0052] The second term ∑b’(βu,v,b’B’i,j,b’) is a global factor independent of the position (u, v). More precisely the only
term dependant of (u, v) is βu,v,b’, which is a matrix of dimension dim(u,v) and not dependant of the source image xi,j.
This allows us to model the global illumination for instance, where a part of the source image can affect, on average,
specific zones of the output image.

[0053] The  is a base B constituted by a set of matrices indexed by index b, the number of matrices is small,

typically around ten matrices. Similarly, the B’i,j,b’ is a base B’ constituted by a set of vectors indexed by b’ with a small
number of vectors, typically around ten. The base B’ is here to compensate global illumination problems where a part
of the projected image is reflected onto another part of the projected image, when the geometry of the scene is a corner
for instance. The base B’ can be chosen accordingly to the observed geometry, but a first implementation can include,
for example, bases averaging image zones like left, right, upper and lower part of the image.

[0054] Base B is chosen with matrices  being invariant in translation, which means that:

 with dim(u, v) = dim(i, j) with i,j, i + di, j + dj in bounds (w,h), and assuming that
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input and output dimensions are the same. Otherwise  which means that the matrix is sparse.

[0055] When the kernel  is expressed this way, the number of coefficients and therefore the number of parameters

to determine is decreased to correspond to the size of an image wh multiplied by the sum of the cardinals of the two
bases B and B’, namely about 20.106 instead of about 1012 for the full kernel.
[0056] In their generality, the coefficients αu,v,b et βu,v,b’ are set of matrices having the size of an image, the set being
indexed by indexes b and b’. It is possible to reduce the complexity of these coefficients to take into account the fact
that, typically, the evolution of the albedo and the external light exhibit some low frequencies. This may be done by
expressing these coefficients as continuous functions over the image space. These functions being continuous, their
evolution on the image space limit the model of the coefficient to exhibit low frequencies. This will reduce the complexity
of the parameters to be evaluated from complete image size matrices of parameters to a few parameters defining the
continuous functions. As an example, these functions may be chosen to be DCT coefficients or low order polynomial
functions, typically an order between three and five.
[0057] The βu,v,b’ coefficients may be expressed as: 

where Δd,b’ is a scalar coefficient indexed by d and b’. The d index takes values in a small range of typically about ten

values. For a given b’,  is a d-indexed set of low spatial frequency base functions, typically DCT or low order

polynomial function.
[0058] In some embodiments, the d-indexed set of function is the same for all the b’ base elements B’i,j,b’.
[0059] The αu,v,b coefficients may be expressed in the same way as: 

where au,vce,b are scalar coefficients indexed by e and b. The e index takes values in a small range of typically about

ten values. This coefficient has been separated into au,v which expresses the albedo and a given coefficient ce,b. For a

given b,  is a e-indexed set of low spatial frequency base functions, typically DCT or low order polynomial function.

[0060] By applying all these simplifications, we get the final equation:

[0061] In this formula, bases  and B’i,j,b’ , and continuous functions  and  are predefined and

therefore known, while coefficients au,v, representing the albedo, ce,b, Δd,b, and bu,v representing the global illumination

and external light are to be evaluated using the argmin determination. It comes that the number of coefficients to be
evaluated has been decreased to approximately 106 instead of the approximately 1012 coefficients of the full model.
[0062] Accordingly the model of the transfer function of the projection surface S has been simplified. First, taking into
account that the influence of other pixels on the resulting colour of a given pixel is mainly due to its neighbours, the
kernel is expressed as a linear combination of a small number of bases, these bases being invariant in translation. The
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model is further simplified to take into account the low frequency feature of typical texture of the projection surface and
of the global illumination. This is done by expressing the coefficients of the linear combination as parametric continuous
functions. The so simplified model may be solved using the argmin function in real time.
[0063] Figure 4 illustrates the organigram of the method for colorimetry correction according to an embodiment of the
invention.
[0064] In a step 4.1 the coefficients of the model are initialized to a default value. Typically, these default values assume
perfect projection conditions. For example, in an exemplary embodiment, according to the model as expressed in equation
(11), bu,v is assumed to be null which correspond to a situation with no external light. Coefficients au,v, ce,b and Δd,b’ are
chosen to be constituted by value 1, corresponding to a perfect albedo.
[0065] In a step 4.2, the system gets an original image to be projected. The first time this step is executed, this image
is typically the first image of a sequence of images to be projected.
[0066] In a step 4.3, the target image is generated. As explained above, this target image is a transform of the original
image with global parameters. The aim is to get an image, close to the original image, which can be corrected locally to
compensate for the irregularity of the projection surface and of the ambient light. In an exemplary embodiment, the target
image is computed based on an average value A of the albedo of the projection surface and an average value L of the
external light. Namely, according to the model as expressed by equation (11), these mean values are obtained by: 

[0067] It comes that, according to initialization coefficient values, the first time this step is executed, A = 1 and L = 0.
[0068] In some embodiments, the average may be replaced by a median value, a variance or any other function that
allows to derive a global value representative of the albedo for A and of the external light for L.
[0069] In a first embodiment, the target image is computed from A and L, for example according to: 

[0070] Where Io is the original image and IT the target image. Intuitively, when the projection surface combined with
the external light tend to render a resulting image clearer than the original image, the target image will be globally clearer.
We will not try to compensate for this global behaviour.
[0071] Using these average values might prove to be excessive. In an alternate embodiment, the target image is taken
as a linear combination of the original image and this globally altered image. For example, the target image might be
calculated as: 

where α is a parameter chosen, for example, based on the light power of the projector. A projector with a high light
power is able to better compensate the image and therefore the target image may be chosen closer to the original image.
This α parameter may also depend on how irregular is the projection surface. When low level of compensation is needed,
the target image can be closer to the original image.
[0072] In a step 4.4, the compensated image is generated from the target image. The compensation is done by applying
equation (5): 

[0073] Where P-1 is the inverse transfer function of the projector P, which is assumed to be known, and where S-1 is
the inverse transfer function of the projection surface S, which is determined using the current values of the coefficients
of the model as expressed in equation (11).
[0074] In a step 4.5, the compensated image is projected to the projection surface.
[0075] In a step 4.6, the projected image is captured by the camera to get a captured image.
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[0076] In a step 4.7, a new version of the coefficients of the model is determined by executing the argmin function to
minimize the distance between the captured image and a model of this image obtained according to equation (7) where
the transfer function of the projection surface is expressed according to the simplified model of equation (11). This new
version of the coefficients of the model replaces the current one for the computation of the next image in the sequence
by looping back to step 4.2.
[0077] Accordingly, the projection of each image of the sequence corresponds to an adjustment of the coefficients of
the model. The speed of convergence the method to get relevant values of the coefficient that offer a correct model of
the transfer function of the projection surface depends on the type of images present in the sequence. Usually, good
coefficients are obtained very fast from the first images of the sequence. The method converges after only a few images,
typically between three and ten images. It means that, in less than a second of projection, a very accurate compensation
of the irregularity of the projection surface is obtained.
[0078] Some image sequences may present large static zone, meaning zone in the source image where pixel values
do no change between images. This is the case, for example, when the projector is used to project the screen of a
computer. In that case, the proposed method is unable to discriminate between the albedo and external light as the
cause of pixel alteration. We recall that albedo from a texture in the projection surface has a multiplicative effect on the
projected pixel while the external light has an additive one. As long as the value of the pixel does not change, the
estimated albedo and external light for this pixel may not be accurate. This fact does not prevent the method to accurately
compensate, even with wrong estimate of albedo and external light, these pixels as long as their value is static. When
the value of these pixels start changing, the wrong estimates of albedo and external light may cause some wrong
compensation on a few images, the time for the method to converge to more accurate estimates.
[0079] A solution to this problem is to introduce variation to the target image in order to prevent pixels value to be
static. This may be done, for example, by introducing a level of noise randomly in the target image. By keeping this level
of noise low, the degradation of the projected image is typically unnoticeable, or almost unnoticeable, for the user. These
small variations introduced in pixel values ensure that the proposed method rapidly converges to estimate accurate
coefficients value for the model over the complete image.
[0080] Advantageously, in order to limit the degradation of images, this introduction of noise in the target image is
limited to a given number of images at the beginning of the image sequence. For example, noise is only introduced into
the ten or twenty first images of the sequence.
[0081] Figure 5 is a schematic block diagram of a computing device 5.0 for implementation of one or more embodiments
of the invention. The computing device 5.0 may be a device such as a microcomputer, a workstation or a light portable
device. The computing device 5.0 comprises a communication bus connected to:

- a central processing unit 5.1, such as a microprocessor, denoted CPU;
- a random access memory 5.2, denoted RAM, for storing the executable code of the method of embodiments of the

invention as well as the registers adapted to record variables and parameters necessary for implementing the method
for encoding or decoding at least part of an image according to embodiments of the invention, the memory capacity
thereof can be expanded by an optional RAM connected to an expansion port for example;

- a read-only memory 5.3, denoted ROM, for storing computer programs for implementing embodiments of the in-
vention;

- a network interface 5.4 is typically connected to a communication network over which digital data, such as video
data, to be processed are transmitted or received. The network interface 5.4 can be a single network interface, or
composed of a set of different network interfaces (for instance wired and wireless interfaces, or different kinds of
wired or wireless interfaces). Data packets are written to the network interface for transmission or are read from the
network interface for reception under the control of the software application running in the CPU 5.1;

- a user interface 5.5 may be used for receiving inputs from a user or to display information to a user;
- a hard disk 5.6 denoted HD may be provided as a mass storage device;
- an I/O module 5.7 may be used for receiving/sending data from/to external devices such as a video source or display.

[0082] The executable code may be stored either in read-only memory 5.3, on the hard disk 5.6 or on a removable
digital medium such as for example a disk. According to a variant, the executable code of the programs can be received
by means of a communication network, via the network interface 5.4, in order to be stored in one of the storage means
of the communication device 5.0, such as the hard disk 5.6, before being executed.
[0083] The central processing unit 5.1 is adapted to control and direct the execution of the instructions or portions of
software code of the program or programs according to embodiments of the invention, which instructions are stored in
one of the aforementioned storage means. After powering on, the CPU 5.1 is capable of executing instructions from
main RAM memory 5.2 relating to a software application after those instructions have been loaded from the program
ROM 5.3 or the hard-disc (HD) 5.6 for example. Such a software application, when executed by the CPU 5.1, causes
the steps of the flowcharts shown in Figure 4 to be performed.
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[0084] Any step of the algorithm shown in Figure 4 may be implemented in software by execution of a set of instructions
or program by a programmable computing machine, such as a PC ("Personal Computer"), a DSP ("Digital Signal Proc-
essor") or a microcontroller; or else implemented in hardware by a machine or a dedicated component, such as an FPGA
("Field-Programmable Gate Array") or an ASIC ("Application-Specific Integrated Circuit").
[0085] Although the present invention has been described herein above with reference to specific embodiments, the
present invention is not limited to the specific embodiments, and modifications will be apparent to a skilled person in the
art which lie within the scope of the present invention.
[0086] Many further modifications and variations will suggest themselves to those versed in the art upon making
reference to the foregoing illustrative embodiments, which are given by way of example only and which are not intended
to limit the scope of the invention, that being determined solely by the appended claims. In particular the different features
from different embodiments may be interchanged, where appropriate.
[0087] In the claims, the word "comprising" does not exclude other elements or steps, and the indefinite article "a" or
"an" does not exclude a plurality. The mere fact that different features are recited in mutually different dependent claims
does not indicate that a combination of these features cannot be advantageously used.

Claims

1. A method of colorimetry compensation in a projection system, the projection system comprising a projector, a camera
and a pixel colorimetry compensation module, characterized in that the method comprises by the pixel colorimetry
compensation module the steps of:

- initializing current coefficients of a model of the transfer function of a projection surface; and iteratively:

- determining a target image by applying global parameters transformation on a source image;
- determining a compensated image by applying an inverse transfer function of the projector and an inverse
transfer function of the projection surface computed with the model based on the current coefficients;
- obtaining a captured image of the projection, by the projector, of the compensated image on a projection
surface;
- updating the current coefficients with new values obtained by minimizing a distance between the captured
image and a model of this image based on the model of the transfer function of the projection surface
applied to the target image.

2. The method of claim 1, characterized in that:

- the model of the transfer function of the projection surface is expressed as a linear combination of a base, the
coefficients of the linear combination of bases being expressed as a linear combination of a set of continuous
parametric functions.

3. The method of claim 2, characterized in that the base is composed of:

- a first base depending on the position of the projected pixels; and
- a second base independent of the position of the projected pixels.

4. The method of any one claim 2 or 3, characterized in that:

- the set of continuous parametric functions is composed of DCT parametric functions and/or polynomial para-
metric functions.

5. The method of claim 3, characterized in that the model of the transfer function of the projection surface is expressed
as:

-   

wherein:

- yu,v is the two-dimension matrix representing the resulting image on the projection surface indexed by
pixel coordinates (u,v);
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- xi,j is the two-dimension matrix representing the source image being projected indexed by pixel coordinates
(i,j);

-  is a predefined base constituted by a set of matrices indexed by index b ;

- B’i,j,b’ is a predefined base constituted by a set of matrices indexed by b’ ;
- Δd,b’ is a scalar coefficient indexed by d and b’;
- ce,b are scalar coefficients indexed by e and b ;
- au,v is a coefficient representing the albedo of the projection surface;

-  and  are predefined d-indexed and e-indexed sets of continuous parametric functions;

- bu,v represents the external light.

6. The method of any one claim 1 to 5, characterized in that the global parameters used to determine the target
image are an average value of the albedo of the projection surface and an average value of the external light on
the projection surface.

7. The method of any one claim 1 to 5, characterized in that determining the target image further comprises:

- introducing a predetermined level of noise in the target image.

8. The method of claim 7, characterized in that:

- introducing a predetermined level of noise in the target image is only done for a predetermined number of first
images of a sequence of images.

9. A computer program product for a programmable apparatus, the computer program product comprising a sequence
of instructions for implementing a method according to any one of claims 1 to 8, when loaded into and executed by
the programmable apparatus.

10. A computer-readable storage medium storing instructions of a computer program for implementing a method ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 8.

11. A projection system comprising:

- a projector;
- a camera; and
- a pixel colorimetry compensation module,
characterized in that the pixel colorimetry compensation module comprises:

- means for initializing current coefficients of a model of the transfer function of a projection surface; and
iteratively:
- means for determining a target image by applying global parameters transformation on a source image;
- means for determining a compensated image by applying an inverse transfer function of the projector and
an inverse transfer function of the projection surface computed with the model based on the current coef-
ficients;
- means for obtaining a captured image of the projection, by the projector, of the compensated image on
a projection surface;
- means for updating the current coefficients with new values obtained by minimizing a distance between
the captured image and a model of this image based on the model of the transfer function of the projection
surface applied to the target image.
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